Abstract--In this paper, a kind of nonlinear optimization problems with nonlinear inequality constraints are discussed, and a new SQP feasible descent algorithm for solving the problems is presented. At each iteration of the new algorithm, a convex quadratic program (QP) which always has feasible solution is solved and a master direction is obtained, then, an improved (feasible descent) direction is yielded by updating the master direction with an explicit formula, and in order to avoid the Maratos effect, a height-order correction direction is computed by another explicit formula of the master direction and the improved direction. The new algorithm is proved to be globally convergent and superlinearly convergent under mild conditions without the strict complementarity. Furthermore, the quadratic convergence rate of the algorithm is obtained when the twice derivatives of the objective function and constrained functions are adopted. Finally, some numerical tests are reported. (~)
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method is one of the most effective algorithms for solving nonlinear constrained optimization problems since it possesses fast convergence, therefore, the SQP method is studied widely and many papers are published, see . Most of the early SQP algorithms belong to so-called infeasible methods, i.e., some suitable penalty functions are used as merit functions and the iterative points are not feasible, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In order to overcome the shortcoming of the infeasibility of the iterative points, a class of so-called feasible SQP algorithms are presented, i.e., the iterative points are all feasible, see [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In [18] , Jian, Zhang, and Xue presented an SQP type feasible method for solving inequality constrained optimization, in which, since the quadratic program (QP) must not be Project supported by the National Natural Science Foundation (No. 10261001) and Guangxi Science Foundation (Nos. 0236001, 0249003) of China. The authors wish to thank Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Ervin Y. Rodin, and two anonymous referees for their extensive and most helpful comments on an earlier version of the paper, especially the good suggestions on the numerical experiments. convex, it may have no solution, and a generalized projection auxiliary direction is computed. In [19] , Jian improved the SQP feasible method in [18] , such that the starting iterative point may be arbitrary. More recently, Jian, Zhang, and Lai [20] presented a fast and feasible algorithm of sequential systems of equations. In this algorithm, a system of equations is introduced to replace the previous QPs solved in the SQP type methods, that is, the feasible direction is yielded by solving a system of equations. However, the superlinear convergence properties of these proposed SQP algorithms (such as [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ) depend strictly on the strict complementarity, which is rather strong and difficult for testing. Recently, some new SQP algorithms (see [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ) have been presented, the most advantage of these algorithms is that the superlinear convergence properties are still ensured under weaker conditions without the strict complementarity, but it is regretful that these new SQP algorithms are infeasible and nonmonotone.
In this paper, we present a new SQP algorithm for solving a class of nonlinear optimization problems with nonlinear inequality constraints. In the process of the iteration of this algorithm, the search direction is generated by solving only one convex QP and two explicit computation formulas, the iterative points are all feasible and the objective function value is monotone decreasing. Under weaker assumptions without the strict complementarity, the algorithm is proved to possess global convergence, strong convergence and superlinear convergence as well as quadratic convergence. In order to test the numerical effect, some practical examples are solved by the proposed algorithm.
ALGORITHM AND ITS PROPERTIES
In this paper, we consider the nonlinear inequality constrained optimization problem
f/(x) _< 0, i e I = {1,...,m}.
We denote the feasible set X of problem (2.1) and the index set I ° by x = {x e ~n: f~ (x) < 0, v i e I}, ~0 = {0,1,...,m}.
The following basic hypothesis is necessary in this paper.
ASSUMPTION A1. Functions fj (j e I °) are all continuously differentiable, and gradient vectors {V f j(x),j E I(x)} are linearly independent for each feasible point x 6 X, where the active set I(x) is defined by I (x) = {i e I : (x) = 0}.
For convenience of discussions, for subset J c_ I, the following notation is used throughout this paper.
For a given iterative point x k 6 X, we first yield an z-active constraint subset Ik D I (xk), such that the matrix glk (xk) is full of column rank by the pivoting operation A given below. PIVOTING OPERATION (POP) A. The properties of POP A are described as follows and its proof can be seen in [27] . 
It is known that the solution do(x k) of (2.4) may not be a feasible direction of the feasible set X at point x k, so, in order to generate a feasible direction, it must be updated by some .suitable technique, for example, solving another QP [12] or a system of linear equations (see [28] [29] [30] ). In this work, we use an explicit formula to update do(x k) as follows. 
From the KKT conditions (2.5) and formula (2.6), we have the following relations, 
If the iterative x k is not a KKT point of problem (2.1), then, do(x k) ~ O, furthermore, from formulas (2.8) and (2.10), one can conclude that d(x k) is a feasible descent direction of problem (2.1) at feasible point x k. On the other hand, to overcome the Maratos effect, a suitable "height-order" auxiliary direction must be adopted. In this paper, the following explicitly auxiliary direction dl (x k) is introduced.
(2.11)
where the constant ~ E (2, 3) and vector
(2.12)
REMARK. As we see in the subsequent argument for superlinear convergence, the construction of formulas (2.11),(2.12), especially formula (2.12), is a new technique for computing the heightorder correction direction dl(xk), and it plays a very important role in avoiding the strict complementarity.
Now, we describe the steps of our algorithm as follows.
ALGORITHM A. If the solution do k generated at Step 2 equals zero, one knows from the KKT conditions (2.5) , that x k is a KKT point of problem (2.1); if do k # 0, one can conclude, from (2.8) and (2.10), that
is a feasible descent direction of (2.1) at point x k, therefore, the curve search (2.13) can stop in a finite number of computations, moreover, the proposed Algorithm A is well defined from (2.8) and (2.10).
GLOBAL CONVERGENCE
If the proposed Algorithm A stops at x k, we know that the iterative point x k is a KKT point of problem (2.1), from formula (2.5). In this section, we assume that an infinite sequence {x k} of points is yielded by Algorithm A, and we will show that every accumulation point x* of {x k } is a KKT point of (2.1). For this purpose, we further assume that the following condition holds. ASSUMPTION A2. The sequence {Ilk} of matrices is uniformly positive definite, i.e., there exist two positive constants a and b, such that 
(ii) The sequences {dok: k e g}, {dk: k e K} and {dk: k e K} are a11 bounded.
PROOF.
(i) From (3.2) and POP A, we have
So, the first Conclusion (i) follows. (ii) In view of the fact that ~k dz_t _Nk(N[Nk)-lfi~(xk) is a feasible solution of QP (2.4)
and do k is an optimal solution, we get this inequality shows that {do k : k E K} is bounded. Furthermore, the boundedness of {dk: k e K} and {d~: k • K} is at hand from (2.6), (2.11), and Part (i). (iii) To prove Part (iii), in view of Result (i) and formulas (2.6) and (2.11), it is sufficient to show limkeK do k = 0. For this purpose, we suppose by contradiction that limkeK d~ ~ 0, then, there exists an infinite index set K' C K and a constant a > 0, such that Hdokll >_ a holds, for k • K' ___ K large enough. The proof is divided into two steps as follows, and we assume that k E K' is sufficiently large and ~-> 0 is sufficiently small.
(A) Show that there exists a constant ~ > 0, such that the step size Tk >_ ~, for k E K' large enough. Analyze the first search inequality of (2.13): using Taylor expansion, combining (2.10) and (3. The last inequality shows that the first inequality of (2.13) holds, for k E K' large enough and ~-> 0 small enough.
Analyze the second inequality of (2.13). Ifj ~ I(x*), i.e., f~(x*) < 0, from the continuity of function fj (x) and the boundedness of {d k, dkl : k e K'}, we know fj (x k +~-d k +~-2dkl) < 0 holds, for k E K I large enough and ~-> 0 small enough.
Let j E I(x*), i.e., fj(x*) = 0, then, j e Ik by Proposition 2.1(ii), similarly, using Taylor expansion and (2.8), we have
On the other hand, formula (2.7) gives
holds, for k C K' large enough and T > 0 small enough. Summarizing the analysis above, we conclude that there exists a ¢ > 0, such that rk _> ~, for all k E Kq (B) Use ~'k >_ e > 0 to bring a contraction. From the first inequality of (2.13), (2.10), and (3.1), we have
This shows that {f0(xk)} is decreasing, combining limkeg So(X k) = SO(X*), one knows limk-~o~ fo(X k) = fo(x*). On the other hand, one also has
Passing to the limit k E K' and k -~ oo in this inequality, we have (-1/2)aa~a 2 >>_ O, which is a contradiction, and the whole proof is completed. This relationship shows that (x*, 3,*) with A* = (X},, 0~\p) is a KKT point of problem (2.1), and the proof is completed.
II

STRONG AND SUPERLINEAR CONVERGENCE
In this section, we will discuss the strong convergence and superlinear property of the proposed algorithm under some mild conditions without the strict complementarity, for this, the following further hypothesis is necessary. ASSUMPTION A3.
(i) The functions f j(x) ( To assure the step size ~-k = 1, for k large enough, an additional assumption as follows is necessary.
ASSUMPTION A4. Suppose that II(V~L(x k, A~)-H~)d~II = o(lld~ll), where L(x, ;~) = fo(x)+ E~,~ ~)]~(~).
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that Assumptions A1-A4 hold. Then, the step size in Algorithm A always equa/s one, i.e., ~-k --1, ilk is sutt~ciently large.
PROOF. We know that it is sufficient to verify (2.13) holds, for ~-= 1 and k large enough, and the statement "k large enough" will be omitted in the following discussions.
We first prove the second inequalities of (2.13) hold, for r = 1. 
go (x~) T (dk +dl~)=_ (dk)T ~kd~-E ~gJ (x~)~ (d~ + ~) + °(lldktl2) "
J~Jk (4.7)
Again, from (4.3), (4.1), and Taylor expansion, we have 
= (a-1)(dl¢) THkdk÷(x-a) j~ A~fJ(xa)÷l(dk)T (V2~L(xk,Akk)--Hk)dk÷o(Hd~:][2) •
This, together with (3.1) and Assumption A4 as well as Akfj(x k) << O, shows that
Hence, the first inequality of (2.13) holds, for T = 1 and k large enough. The whole proof is finished, l
At the end of this section, based on Theorem 4.2, we can establish the superlinear convergence of the proposed algorithm as follows. PROOF. First, we know from Theorems 4.1 and 3.1 that limk_.oo(x k, A k) = (x*,),*), thus, Assumption A4 holds when the matrix Hk is computed by (5. [21] holds. Notice that Algorithm A is a special case of the Algorithm Model 1.1 in [21] , one can conclude that the conclusion holds true from Theorem 2.10 in [21] . |
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to test the computation efficiency of the proposed algorithm, some preliminary numericed tests are reported in this part, and the computing results show that Algorithm A is efficient. We wrote a MATLAB code and utilized the optimization toolbox within MATLAB 6.5 to solve the quadratic program (2.4).
As we know, the computing method of m~trix Hk is very important in the SQP method, it determines the superlinearly convergent property of the proposed algorithm. So, the first issue to be addressed is to select an updating procedure for Hk, there are at least three formulas we can choose (see [21] ). The first two formulas are given by (5.1), (5.2), and another one is given below. It is the so-called BFGS formula (see [32] ). 
We select some test problems from [33] [34] [35] , which were given below (with starting point x°). For all the test problems, we numerically compared our algorithm with our foregoing SQP algorithm [18] proposed by Jian, Zhang and Xue. For the convenience of representation, the two algorithms were abbreviated as Algorithm A and Algorithm JZX respectively, in the rest of this paper. In all the tests, we set z-1 = 2 (except for problem 6 with z-1 = 10, we will note this later), = 2.5, f~ = 0.9, a = 0.1, and used the condition IId~ll < 10 -6 as the stopping criterion. If Ik is empty, in order to avoid error, we let d(x k) = do(x k) in (2.11) and dl(x k) --0 in (2.11).
In formula (5.1), we set Ho = E, where E C ~n×n is an identity matrix. In formula (6.1), we set ~ 0.5, 5 0.2, and Ho E. If Lk is empty, we let T k = = = AkA k s be a zero vector with dimension n.
For Algorithm JZX, the parameters were set as those in [18] . The numerical results of the proposed methods are given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. A detailed list about the approximate optimal solution x* for Table 3 was reported in Table 4 (in fact, we recorded all the details, but for Tables 1 and 2, we Ng : the number of constraint gradients evaluations. At the end of this section, we give a brief analysis for the numerical test results. First, by solving some typical practice problems from [33] [34] [35] , we find the proposed Algorithm A is numerically effective (see Tables 1-3) . Second, from Tables 1-3, we can see that the performances of Algorithm A are much better than Algorithm JZX for all problems only except Problem 4 in Table 2. Generally, the evaluations for iterations, objective function, objective gradient, constraint functions, and constraint gradients are much fewer than those by Algorithm JZX. On the other hand, the final objective values f(x*) achieved by Algorithm A are more superior to Algorithm JZX for Problems 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, due to the fact that the search direction in Algorithm JZX is generated by a single generalized projection technique when the nonconvex QP in Algorithm JZX has no solution or its solution is dissatisfied.
As we mentioned above, we set s-i = 10 in Problem 6, and if we set z-1 = 2, the evaluations of Ni, Nfo, Ngo, N f, Ng will become 63, 2253, 63, 34650, 265 and 82, 5292, 82, 80460, 289 in Table 1 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented here a new SQP feasible descent algorithm for solving nonlinear optimization problems with nonlinear inequality constraints. The algorithm starts with a feasible point, generates a master direction by solving a quadratic program (which always has feasible solution). With some modification on the master direction by two explicit formulas, the algorithm generates a feasible descent direction and a height-order correction direction (used to avoid the Maratos effect), then, performs a curve search to obtain the next iteration point. Due to the introduction of the new height-order correction technique (2.11),(2.12), under mild conditions without the strict complementarity, we proved that the new algorithm possesses global, superlinear, and even quadratical convergence properties. Finally, an efficient implementation of the proposed algorithm was reported. We conjecture that the technique introduced in this paper can be used to modify some other SQP algorithms (such as [12, 14, 15, [18] [19] [20] ), such that the strict complementarity may be avoided.
